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One Vote, One Value rally in Sydney on September 6 Photo: Supplied

A dynamic and diverse inner city
SSH

GLEBE: The Glebe Lands
(Appropriation) Act, no 35 of
1974, passed on August 6, 1974
by the Whitlam government,
enabled the purchase and
transfer of housing in
the Anglican estates of
Bishopthorpe and St Philips
from the Glebe Administration
Board. The federal government
was lobbied by the Anglican
Church, The Glebe Society
and Leichhardt Council to
purchase the Glebe.
Tom Uren, the Minister for
Urban and Rural Development,
championed the legislation.
Three thousand two hundred
residents were invited to a public
meeting on October 18, 1974 in
the Glebe Town Hall, unveiling
the details of the restoration plan.
The government implemented
its program of urban renewal
through the Glebe Project.
In buying the estate, the federal
government wanted to avoid
the sudden displacement of the
population and the disruption to
community networks. It sought
to retain the opportunity for lowincome earners, families and aged
people to live close to the city,
as part of the wider community.
It also had a goal to improve
environmental conditions and

social conditions of residents of
the estate and surrounding area
and preserve the townscape while
sympathetically rehabilitating it.
Without the vision and
advocacy of politicians, policy
makers, community groups
and local residents, the inner
city, particularly Glebe, would
have lost what we now see as
its core value – its dynamic
and diverse community.
To commemorate the principles
of the legislation and the Glebe
Project, a display is currently
on display in the local history
section at the Glebe Library. A
photography competition was
running during September
and early October, which asked
community members to capture
their view of Glebe community
life. Winners of the competition
will be announced at a community
event to be held at the site
of the Tom Uren plaque.
There will be a display of the
photos and a people’s choice
award followed by morning tea
at the pop-up park, corner of
Catherine and Mt Vernon Streets
in Glebe from 10 to 11.30am on
October 10. All are welcome.

S

For any questions, please
contact the Glebe Community
Development Project on 9692
9375, or find them on Facebook.

Protesting ‘attack
on democracy’
Ben Aveling

On the morning of September 6,
several hundred concerned citizens
withstood wind, cold and rain
to protest the latest “get Clover”
legislation from the Shooters and
Fishers, legislation that has now
seen many business owners given
two or more votes, while other
business owners will lose the one
vote they currently have.
Given the rain and a temperature
in the low teens, the meeting was
briefly moved indoors, but the size
of the crowd was such that the
available room filled, as did the
corridors leading to it. Fortunately,
a break in the weather allowed the
meeting to move back outside again.
Speakers included Lord Mayor
Clover Moore; Alex Greenwich,
member for the State seat of Sydney;
John Robertson, Leader of the State
Opposition; Greens Senator David
Shoebridge; Sydney City Councillor
and small business woman Angela
Vithoulkas; Keith Rhoades,
President, Local Government
Association of NSW; and also
Unions NSW Secretary Mark Lennon
and actor Robyn Nevin. All were
opposed to the legislation, though
for markedly different reasons.
Labor Senator Penny Sharpe, City
of Sydney Councillor Linda Scott

and City of Botany Mayor Ben
Keneally, amongst other dignitaries,
were present but did not speak.
Clover Moore told the appreciative
audience, “Don’t let them steal
our city”, quoted a range of
people opposing the bill, and said
that the motivation behind the
legislation was to replace the City
Council, because of its progressive
positions on a range of issues.

for Alex Greenwich’s motion,
“because it makes sense”, and
said that the government had not
consulted with local councils,
that even the day before the
legislation went to parliament
the Minister had been unable to
explain the legislation, and that
the 24 mayors and councillors
elected to the board of the Local
Government Association of NSW had

Don't let them steal our city
David Shoebridge accused both
major parties of having been
“corrupted by corporations” and
promised that the Greens would
always oppose votes for corporations.
Conversely, Angela Vitholukas was
opposed to the legislation precisely
because it would take the right to
vote away from small businesses
that occupy only part of a parcel of
land, such as tenants in shopping
centres and food-courts: “Small
business will be wiped out by this
bill ... we will not be represented.”
Alex Greenwich told the crowd
that he was moving an alternate
motion that supported businesses
having one vote, but not two.
Keith Rhoades called for support

unanimously voted opposition to the
bill – including Coalition members.
John Robertson condemned the
legislation as an “attack on the
fundamental principle of democracy
– one vote, one value ... everyone has
the same right, all are worthy of one
vote, one value.” Robertson warned
that the legislation wouldn’t just
affect the City of Sydney, but would
apply to “every Council in this State
S
... unless we stop it here”.
The NSW government proposed only minor
amendments to the bill on September 16,
and the two-vote rule was retained. The bill
was subsequently passed in the upper
house with the support of the government,
Fred Nile and the Shooters and Fishers.
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Darren Jenkins

On September 18, under the Tree
of Knowledge in Sydney’s Domain,
scores of people gathered to witness
and applaud the launch of an
ambitious charter for principled
planning in NSW. Prepared by
a working group of community
organisations, the charter titled
“Planning for People: A Community
Charter for Good Planning in
NSW” envisages a planning system
that is built on fairness, equity
and ecological sustainability.
Speaking at the launch of the
charter, the Planning for People
Community Charter Coalition
Spokesperson, Corinne Fisher
(who is also Convenor of the Better
Planning Network), said the charter
was a community-focused mission
statement that insists upon the right
of the people in NSW to have a say
in development and does not allow
planning processes to be subverted
by shady deals. “The charter would
restore the right of all people to
appeal planning decisions [which]
is an important anti-corruption
mechanism,” Ms Fisher said.
The charter – and its companion
document – details the principles
and expected outcomes of a good
planning system, and says how the
charter can be implemented. In a
concerted push toward an overhaul

of the way planning is done in NSW,
the charter insists upon Ecologically
Sustainable Development, public
participation in the planning process
and transparency, while recognising
a sound knowledge-base maintained
by the government in the public
interest as the “foundation stone”
of a good planning system.
Flanked by multiple community
organisations at the launch, including
the Inner Sydney Regional Council
for Social Development, Community
Councillors’ Network and National
Trust of Australia (NSW), Ms
Fisher called on all candidates and
parties contesting the NSW state
election in March 2015 to sign up
to the charter and commit to its
vision. “We want environmental
protection, not over-development.
We want genuine community
participation. And we don’t want
corruption!” Ms Fisher said.
At the conclusion of the launch,
both Labor and the Greens endorsed
the charter, with Luke Foley, the
Shadow Minister for Planning
and the Environment, and David
Shoebridge, the Greens’ spokesperson
for Planning, speaking in support.
Independent MP for Sydney, Alex
Greenwich, and Labor candidate for
Newtown, Penny Sharpe, also gave
S
strong support to the charter.
The charter is available for download
at http://thecommunitycharter.org
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The youth of today

It’s time for Mad Pride
Katy Brownless
On Wednesday October 8, Weave
Youth & Community Services will
host a free event to celebrate the
artistic and musical expressions
of local young people.

“Make a promise” Image: Shennae Higgins

Paving the Way for a brighter future
Last week I had the pleasure of attending an event on the University
campus that no other Australian university has ever undertaken.
Called Pave the Way, the event was a 24-hour fundraising and
awareness challenge that had two aims that are close to my heart:
help talented students from all backgrounds to access a university
education, and support life-changing medical research.
Funds from Pave the Way will help young people from all backgrounds to prepare for and
participate in higher education through the University’s social inclusion programs, Compass and
E12. These initiatives include school outreach programs, flexible entry pathways, scholarships and
specialised academic support.
Those who chose to support medical research contributed to the University’s medical research
priorities – helping researchers in their quest to combat diseases including cancer, heart disease,
motor neurone disease, mental illness, obesity and infectious diseases.
In addition to generating online donations and many messages of support, the University campus
came alive with events and entertainment, hosting 70 children from several schools who performed
music and dance acts. The main thoroughfare, Eastern Avenue, was also transformed by a chalk
artist who created a stunning 3D chalk rendition of stepping stones.
Pave the Way raised $933,000 from 1058 donors – an excellent result by any measure. What really
delighted me about the day, however, was the way the whole University community came together
to support the project.
Government funding for universities has been in decline since the 1990s, so philanthropic support
from the University community is vital for our continued success. Our INSPIRED Campaign, one of
the first major fundraising campaigns of its kind in Australian higher education, has already raised
over $425 million.
When the INSPIRED Campaign was officially launched in 2013, it aimed to raise $600 million from
40,000 donors by 2017. Thanks to the remarkable generosity of our donors, the University has
raised the Campaign goal to 50,000 donors by 2017.
Each and every one of our donors has a profound and far-reaching impact on the University.
Their support ensures the University remains a place of exceptional scholarship, world-class
facilities and brilliant students – and for that I am truly grateful.
Michael Spence
Vice-Chancellor and Principal
Community contact details
Security and after hours: 1800 063 487 (free call) 24hrs a day, 7 days a week
Enquiries: 9114 0523 Email: local.community@sydney.edu.au

“Be YOUnique” is the theme for
this year’s Mental Health Month
and Weave’s Mad Pride initiative,
which aims to ignite conversations
about mental health and drug
use by empowering people to
speak out and get support. Weave
will be launching its Survival
Tips campaign for attendees
to share messages of hope.
With entertainment headlined
by Sky High, Shanell Dargan
and True Vibe Nation, this is an
opportunity to celebrate – there
will also be interactive arts,
food and local MCs on show.
Each year, Mad Pride is held
at a new location to expose
young artists to different
venues. This time it’s at Level
3, Central Shopping Centre
(28 Broadway, Chippendale).
The Mad Pride artwork was
produced during an outreach
art workshop facilitated by the
Weave Speak Out Dual Diagnosis
team. The artist, Shennae
Higgins, was in disbelief she won

the $200 cash prize and really
excited that her work, “Make
a promise”, would be used to
promote this year’s event.
Last month the SSH reported
that Andrew Collis and Matthew
Links would be taking part in
the Blackmores Sydney Running
Festival, to raise funds for Weave.
Both runners completed half
marathons on September 21 and
raised close to $2,000 for Weave.
Andrew Collis said: “Thank
you for all the kind words of
support and thanks for the
donations to Weave. It really is a
wonderful organisation and the
staff and young people deserve all
the support we can give them. Our
GoFundraise site will be live for a
while longer. Donations go directly
to Weave. All donations will be
S
gratefully received.
Mad Pride Youth Event 2014
Wednesday October 8, 5.30-8pm
Level 3, Central Shopping Centre
(28 Broadway, Chippendale).
http://bit.ly/1qcmxYt

Youth of today, a regular article
on local youth and related
issues, is kindly sponsored by
Appetite Cafe
APPETITE

ood
+
eople

cafe : redfern

Appetite Cafe
82 Regent St, Redfern
Tel 9699 4069
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VENDOR PROFILE

Peter D
The travel bug strikes down
many people these days and
the Vendors at The Big Issue are
not immune. One vendor who
has plenty of travel stories to
tell is Peter.
After journeying around
Australia and the world, Peter
was introduced to The Big Issue
a few months ago and has been
working around the city since.
Predominantly selling at the
Darlinghurst Road entrance
to Kings Cross station, he has
found it to be a very positive
experience.
“I find it helps me get a bit more
money and there are usually a
lot of nice people who are very
friendly.”
The extra money that Peter has
been able to save is helping
to fund his other passion,
writing. “I’m about to get a book
published,” he explains as he
proudly shows the design for
the cover. “It’s about NASA’s
Hand of God,” an exploded star
that was discovered earlier
this year. “I’m relating it to the
words of the Bible and making
predictions of what I believe is
going to happen soon.”
With his extensive travel
experiences, Peter already has
his next book planned and is
hoping to have it published by
the end of the year. “It’s about
how I travelled around the
world on nothing more than
a pension.”
In 2000 Peter refused to let
money restrict him and saved
up just enough money to
purchase an around-the-world
ticket. He travelled to Hawaii,
around America and Europe,
sleeping rough. “It was a bit
risky. All the details are going
to be in the book.”
The books are being published
by Book Pearl and will be
available online under his
publishing name, Peter Jolie.
If you or anyone you know
could benefit from becoming a
vendor for The Big Issue, please
contact the Sydney office for
more information:
125-127 Little Eveleigh St.
Redfern; phone 8332 7200;
email sydney@bigissue.org.au
Photo by Samuel Clark

The Big Issue is Australia’s
leading social enterprise.
It is an independent, not
for‑profit organisation that
develops solutions to help
homeless, disadvantaged
and marginalised people
positively change their lives.
The Big Issue magazine is
published fortnightly and sold
on the streets by vendors who
purchase copies for $3 and
sell them for $6, keeping the
difference.
to find out more visit:
thebigissue.org.au

Myra, a local resident of public housing, made eight dozen scones for the Spring Picnic. She arrived at the
Community Centre after attending the Battle of Britain commemoration at the Garrison Church. Photo: John Dunn

Spring picnic for vibrant community
Margaret Bishop

MILLERS POINT: The cameras were
rolling early in the morning as
the Spring Picnic committee and
band of local volunteers set up the
pavilions on the Village Green in
Argyle Place. Several documentary
filmmakers were capturing the
Millers Point Story. A feeling of
elation and expectation permeated
the air. We could not believe our
luck as the sun was shining after
weeks of rain and we looked blessed
for a whole day of perfect weather.
Our aim of the day was to celebrate
the vibrant community of Millers
Point and help our visitors to see

why we are fighting to save the
residents who rightfully belong here.
How could you move 87-year-old
Myra who lives in Sirius with the best
view of the harbour that she cannot
see as she is blind? Myra made eight
dozen scones for the picnic and made
her way down pushing her walker
to deliver them to the Community
Centre which looks out on the Village
Green on Argyle Place. Myra is bright,
dignified and very determined not
to move out of the area. She is living
in a building that was purpose built
for housing in far more enlightened
times. Its architect was Tao Gofers.
What frustrates Myra, who
depends upon marked crossings to
cross the road, are the constant road

works and bridge cleaning signs
that divert pedestrians as she walks
down the road and the inability of
the people on patrol to understand
that they have blocked her path.
Another amazing local character
is Ron Jennings, who has been called
the unofficial Mayor of Millers Point.
Ron sought donations from local
businesses, who gave some amazing
prizes for a grand raffle for the picnic
day. Ron, now 84, has lived in the
area since the 1980s. He first resided
in the Sailors Home (now Sailors
Thai) in George Street, The Rocks,
and then moved to Sirius. Ron is well
known locally as he is not one to stay
indoors and is often seen walking
the streets of Millers Point with

his cap pulled down over his face.
Residents like Ron and Myra make
good use of the local Community
Centre where they can have a hot
meal for lunch and catch up on
local news. The local doctor also
operates out of the same building.
Another neighbour is Geraldine
who raised her family in Lower
Fort Street, Dawes Point. There is
a style about Geraldine that makes
people admire her, but we dare not
ask her age. I don’t think she would
disclose it anyway. Geraldine does
not want to leave the area and is
politely firm about her wishes. New
people (“blow-ins”) always refer to
Geraldine as the well-dressed lady
with short dark hair who catches
the community bus to go shopping
in Broadway. Support services by
providers who are known to our
local elderly citizens are important
in keeping them independent and
well. Geraldine is a member of the
congregation of St Brigid’s Church,
which is in Kent Street around
the corner from the Community
Centre. St Brigid’s provided lunches
and afternoon teas throughout the
day for the Millers Point Picnic.
The day was filled with people
enjoying the music, dancing,
mural-making, stalls selling books,
second-hand clothes and household
items. In the grand tradition of
gathering support for the cause, there
were important issues to be discussed
at Quentin Dempster’s Q&A Session in
the Abraham Mott Hall – petitions to
be signed, and “No Surrender” t-shirts
and badges to be purchased.   
Communities are made of people.
Millers Point is a community that has
strong historical ties to the area, plus
the “blow-ins”, the newer residents
who do not want to live in a heritage
toy-town devoid of neighbours who
hold the social history of the area. S
The community was able to experience
the support of those who came to
sign petitions and register their
support on Facebook, on
www.millerspointcommunity.com.au

Factory connections and support
Lee Evans

WATERLOO: The Factory Community
Centre in Raglan Street provides
a welcome sanctuary when it
comes to the ever-growing public
demands amid the mental health
sector. Laura Kelly, Community
Development Worker at The Factory,
exudes a quiet dedication and
passion for people who experience
mental health issues, whether
they live in public or private
housing. The Community Centre
is a place where people can go to
feel connected and supported.
A successful venture between
residents in public and private
housing is the Mental Health
Neighbourhood Watch Network,
coined the Cadre Project, which
is currently run by the Waterloo
Neighbourhood Centre. The program
assists participants in raising
levels of awareness and provides
proactive solutions for interaction
with people who experience
mental illness. People standing
united, through shared common
interests, has aided in breaking
down the stigma and barriers
within the community. A support
network meeting is held bi-monthly
for members of the program.
“The Community Centre has
an open-door policy. People are
not required to be a tenant in
public housing in order to access
the variety of services we offer

Laura Kelly outside The Factory in Waterloo Photo: Kat Hines

here,” Laura said. “We have a
Community Support Worker
available if you find yourself
needing support with a relative,
partner, friend or even yourself.”
“The Community Support Worker
is able to assist with something
as simple as where your nearest
Yoga class is, finding a new GP or

something a little more complex such
as supplying referrals to alternative
services that tailor individually
to a client’s needs,” Laura said.
The Factory proudly supports all
cultures by providing a space for
weekly groups run by volunteers.
“There is Jewish Care for the
senior Russian community and just

recently the Spanish Community
Care Association and Columbians
in Australia have collaborated
to launch the Welcome Amigos
Hub program to work with new
migrants entering Australia from
Spanish-speaking communities.”
“We are constantly receiving
requests from people asking how
they can volunteer and what they
can do to help,” Laura said. At
the Annual Volunteer Awards
this year approximately 120
volunteer groups from Redfern
and Waterloo were awarded for
their dedication and hard work.
Rebecca Rose, the Centre’s
psychologist, is fully booked out, due
to a great need in the community for
her services. “We have just recently
welcomed a second psychologist
to our team who is now taking
on new clients.” A referral from
your local GP is required before
you can make an appointment.
The Factory Community Centre
clearly supports diversity and
stable support networks for the
Redfern and Waterloo community.
In support of Mental Health
Awareness Week (October 10-17)
Waterloo Neighbourhood Centre
(Next to IGA Shop) Wellington Street,
is running a Cadre Network Info Day,
10am-12pm. Meet your local Mental
Health Services – FREE BBQ, info,
S
stalls and entertainment.
The Factory Community Centre can
be contacted on 9698 9569.
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Victory for Pensioners
Labor and the community have succeeded this
month in protecting aged pensioners, disability
pensioners, veterans, cares and young unemployed
people from cruel budget cuts.
Bill Pritchard, Peter Gous, Christine Milne and Jenny Leong (far right) with head brewer and Young Henrys owner Richard Adamson Photo: Andrew Collis

Sobering facts on climate
change and beer industry
Geordie Crawford

Climate change has caused
natural disasters, political
calamities, and the extinction
of endangered species. But
now it’s gone one step too far.
Climate change is threatening
beer. On Friday September 19,
the leader of the Australian
Greens, Senator Christine Milne,
visited Young Henry’s brewery in
Newtown to participate in a panel
discussion on the issue of food
security and climate change.
Milne opened the discussion by
saying, “It’s pretty obvious to me that
the more extreme weather events you
have around the world … the more
you will have massive inflation of food
pricing.” University of Queensland
researcher and panel member Peter
Gous said this is pertinent to the beer
industry because “it only takes one
hot day” to destroy a crop of grain.
This is particularly sobering
considering the Bureau of
Meteorology and CSIRO’s 2014
State of the Climate report, which
estimates up to a 1.5-degree
increase in temperature by
2030. Without intervention, beer
production will increasingly be
stymied by extreme weather,

and the humble schooner may be
relegated to the cabinet of alcoholic
collectibles, alongside Penfolds
Grange and baby mouse wine.
Sydney University Associate
Professor and food security expert
Bill Pritchard says steps must be
taken immediately to counter the
impact of climate change on grain
growers. “You need to empower
the farmers to give them the skills
to adapt. They need to be able to
look five or 10 years out at the kind
of pest and disease threats that
are going to change … We need to
start thinking about that now.”
While the panel unanimously
agreed on the need to invest in
sustainable technologies, temperature
resilient foods, and industry training
that focuses on adaptation, there was
also a general lament over a lack of
related government funding. The
Commonwealth’s recent budget cuts
to the CSIRO’s climate initiatives
were cited as particularly harmful
measures. These cuts involve the
merging of the Australian Climate
Change Science Program into a
National Environment Scheme
for a saving of $22 million.
In response to the panel’s calls
for more research funding, Milne
said, “The main message that
we can get from this is that it’s

short‑changing the future of Australia
to not spend money on research
and development in agriculture.”
It remains a possibility that
the Federal Cabinet may prefer
imported beers and, hence, sees
little incentive to support local
brewers. There is even speculation
that, at a recent staff gathering,
Education Minister Christopher
Pyne ordered an Asahi from a menu
that also offered Victorian Bitter.
While federal and state funding
is not under the purview of Young
Henry’s owner, Richard Adamson,
his business is taking a number of
steps to ensure they leave a clean
carbon footprint. Young Henry’s
brewery uses less water, energy,
and fewer raw materials than most
commercial breweries, while their
spent grain is used to feed livestock.
The brewery also provides
a discount to customers who
return purchased growlers for
reuse. Adamson says that this
closed-loop scheme benefits the
environment and introduces a “feel
good factor” that strengthens the
business’s sense of community.
So for all of those sceptics out there,
jump on the climate change train and
S
you’ll be supporting beer.
This article was first published in Honi Soir.

Sydney to face population challenge
Samuel Clark

While demographers and
government advisors may argue
about the predicted population
increase to occur in Sydney over
the next 20 years, they all agree
that effective planning and actions
need to occur now. Following
the recent publication of new
projections by the Department of
Planning and Environment (DPE),
on September 4 REDWatch held a
workshop on Population Dynamics.
Based on birth and death rates
and a continuation of migration,
both from within Australia and
overseas, the DPE has predicted
that 1.09 million people will
be living in Inner Sydney by
2031, an increase of 267, 000.
The City of Sydney, which is
guided by the Department of Housing
statistics, is predicting growth in
resident numbers of up to 50 per
cent by 2021, or 35,000 extra people,

within its Local Government Area.
Dr Kim Johnston from the DPE
explained that Inner Sydney has
had a unique age profile with
high numbers of people in their
20s to 40s resulting from “the
impact of in migration to Sydney
for education and work”.
While this is expected to
continue, “we can see increases at
all ages”, explained Dr Johnston.
Along with an aging population,
“there are more children in the
inner city than we have seen in the
past”. This places a higher demand
on services such as childcare,
schools and sporting clubs.
“I don’t think people would have
anticipated that as many people
would want to retire here (or) …
that people with kids would want to
stay here,” confessed City of Sydney
spokesperson Tye McMahon.
Tye admits that the Council is
struggling to reach these unexpected
service demands but highlighted the
need to effective planning. “We want

to plan for it in the right way because
in the city once the land is given up
it’s sometimes lost forever in trying
to retrofit a space.” Planning has
been made difficult for the Council
by having to navigate around other
authorities such as the Barangaroo
Terminal Authority and Urban
Growth. “Not every decision is ours,
not every decision is something that
we influence and not every decision
is something the City agrees with.”
With the increase in population
comes the question of housing. The
DPE predicts that there will need
to be 120,000 households added to
Inner Sydney by 2031. Chris Johnston
from Urban Taskforce explained that
the Taskforce estimates that “in the
next 50 years we have to double the
number of households in Sydney”.
While there is contention on
how and where to create these new
households, Associate Professor Mike
Darcy concluded: “The one thing
that’s not going to change is that the
S
city is always going to change.”

After months of calls from Labor and from the
community, the Abbott Government has backed
down and accepted that their cruel cuts to pensions
and welfare won’t pass the senate. This is an
enormous victory for pensioners, for those doing it
tough and for all those who want to see Australia
remain a fair society.
Labor has succeeded in protecting pensioners from
cut to the indexation of the aged pension and
disability support pension. Government cuts would
have meant up to $80 a week less for pensioners to
live on. We have protected carers from cuts to their
payments. We have protected young unemployed
people from having to live on nothing for
six months.
This means that the Government won’t be able to
pass their unfair cuts and changes to the pension
and welfare.
Tony Abbott never had a mandate for these
changes, in fact he broke the promises he made
before the election.
He said specifically “no changes to the pension.”
Labor and the community have now successfully
held the Government to their promise.
The Abbott Government must now listen to
the Australian people and their rejection of this
unfair budget of broken promises and drop their
changes to higher education, the cuts to health
and education, and the new taxes on petrol and on
going to the doctor.
As long as the Abbott Government still want to
pass the changes in its unfair budget, Labor will be
committed to fighting them.
Tanya Plibersek
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Planning must involve communities
OPINION
Gary Speechley

tripod cafe
262 Abercrombie St, Darlington
Ph: 9698 8677 Open 7 days
Mon-Fri 7am-5pm Sat-Sun 8am-4pm

Sydney and Melbourne

1300 769 389

www.goget.com.au

24/7 access to cars parked nearby

Assure
Psychology
Urban Nature wellbeing centre
216 enmore rd (cnr edgeware Rd)
enmore nsw 2042

Caring, confidential psychological services
to help you deal with life’s difficulties
Bulk billing available on referral from GP
Contact Elizabeth Munro on 0408 612 808
or at elizabethjmunro@bigpond.com

To become a stall holder register online at
www.e.mybookingmanager.com/redwatermarkets
For enquiries contact the market team on 0434 197 527
or email redwatermarkets@the-factory.org.au
RedWater Markets is a project of The Factory Community Centre: providing support
and advocacy services to individuals, families and community groups since 1977.
67 Raglan St, Waterloo NSW 2017 (02) 9698 9569 info@the-factory.org.au

One of the approximately
15 projects currently on the
books for UrbanGrowth NSW
is development of the Central
to Eveleigh “corridor”. The
corridor comprises the railway
lands, including the tracks,
infrastructure, workshops,
and surrounding state-owned
land, from Central station
west to Macdonaldtown and
Erskineville stations.
UrbanGrowth NSW (UGNSW)
is a state-owned corporation
tasked as the state’s urban
transformation authority, with a
stated goal to “to drive world class
urban transformation that will
deliver housing and jobs growth,
and improve the amenity and
liveability of our urban spaces”.
As such, it has the role of
establishing the parameters
of the development – the mix
of commercial and residential
properties, height limits, green
space, etc. before development
applications are called for.
As inner-city communities,
we are constantly bombarded by
schemes to increase the density of
housing; told that Sydney will have
to accommodate another 1.6 million
new residents by 2031; subjected to
flawed revisions to state planning
legislation; and given minimal
opportunities for involvement in
shaping the vision that flows from
government and developers.
But we’re not all antidevelopment. As citizens, we are
continually told that we have to
accept growth and change. We
accept that. We accept that economic
growth is important – in providing
housing and infrastructure; in
creating employment and training
opportunities; in driving retail

Image: Thinkstock

sales of building supplies and
homewares; and in enhancing
and fostering communities.
Planning must involve
communities. If there is a vision
for an urban renewal project, it’s
best that that vision is a shared
one. Further, residents know their
areas, they know the history and
importance of the buildings and
social infrastructure of the area.
Further, the development
process must be seen to be open
and transparent, with fair and
consistent outcomes – not only for
communities, but for developers,
their builders and suppliers,
their investors and financiers.
That requires that residents be
more pro-active and prepared
to spend the time and effort to
learn about the issues, form their
opinions, and provide input to the
community engagement processes
when they are held, and to be
prepared to fight decisions that
are murky or are not in the best
interests of the local community.
It also requires that UGNSW invite

input from communities. Some
input has been sought, primarily
from community groups. UGNSW
has said that it wants to extend the
range of input beyond community
groups and to the wider community.
Central to Eveleigh is currently
being considered in five different
areas. From west to east they are
South Eveleigh, North Eveleigh,
Australian Technology Park,
Redfern and Central. The vision
is to have high-value commercial
office space closer to Central,
with more technical and cultural
businesses and activities towards
Macdonaldtown and Erskineville.
In community consultations
held thus far, UGNSW has sought
input in six key areas: housing
and employment, connections
and transport, heritage and
culture, sustainability, public
spaces and social facilities, and
S
Australian Technology Park.
The Alexandria Residents’ Action Group
has put some of its responses to these
issues on our website at arag.org.au

MENTAL HEALTH MAT TERS

Mindfulness – the practice of Now
Anne Camac & Laura Buzo

You have managed to get
yourself out into the sunshine
for a walk in the park. It has
been raining for so long
but today the sun is warm
on your neck and the park
is humming. The grass is
green and cool underfoot.
Birds are chirping, kids are
laughing and the pond looks
happy and full to the brim.
And you – you are thinking …
how if you want to cook that
dish for dinner you will need
to dash to the supermarket to
buy two missing ingredients,
and exactly how much milk is
left in the fridge, you should
probably buy another litre,
and you should have hung
out the washing before you
came out walking because
it is such a great drying
day but the clothes are still
bunched up inside the washing
machine and even if you hang
it out the second you get
home the best part of the
sunlight on your drying lines
will be gone. Aren’t you?

Definitions of mindfulness
generally incorporate Jon
Kabat-Zinn’s description,
which is: paying attention,
on purpose, in the present
moment, without judgement.
It doesn’t come naturally to
most of us and it’s a skill
that must be learned and
practised. Mindfulness is a
process of becoming aware
of what is going on around
us, noticing things but not
getting caught up in them
or making judgements, even
noticing that your mind
has gone back to what to
cook for dinner tonight,
but not berating yourself.
Many models of psychological
therapy, particularly those
that focus on equipping
people with skills to manage
negative, painful emotions,
teach mindfulness. There are
exercises you can learn to
help you grasp and practise
mindfulness. You can practise
it in a group or by yourself.
You can ring a bell to signify to
yourself when mindfulness is
going to begin and end. You can
try a sensory exercise. Take a

Kool Mint into your fingers, and
then into your mouth. What
does it look like, feel like? What
does it taste like? What sound
does it make when it comes
into contact with a tooth? I
never really liked Kool Mints …
ooh, there’s a thought, let it
come, and go, and return your
thoughts to the sensations.
Or just sit quietly and notice
your breathing. The rise and
fall of your belly and chest,
the air in your nostrils. If your
mind drifts off in thought the
waist band of these jeans seems
to have shrunk just bring it
gently back to your breathing.
Mindfulness is not so much
a treatment for people caught
in depressed or anxious
thinking patterns, but an
approach to life that can be
helpful. You could spend hours
mulling over past regrets and
angers, or worrying about
the future. And as such you
may miss out on the good and
reassuring things happening
around you. Mindfulness – if
you practise – can provide
a much-needed break from
S
unhelpful overthinking.
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Recovery is possible
for adult survivors
guest EDITOrial
Cathy Kezelman

The two-year extension
of the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child
Sexual Abuse, recently announced
by the Abbott government, brings
hope for real and sustained change
for the estimated five million
adult survivors of childhood
trauma and abuse. Now the Royal
Commission has the added time
and resources to follow-up with
the particular institutions at the
centre of investigations of child
sexual abuse, stop such instances
from recurring and assess the
mechanisms they have enacted
to compensate their victims.
In our work, supporting adult
survivors of childhood trauma and
abuse, ASCA can only applaud
the compassionate way the Royal
Commission has borne witness to
the thousands of survivors who
have provided testimony and the
forensic way in which the alleged
institutions are being investigated.
The Royal Commission, which
has now been extended to December
2017, provides survivors of child
sexual abuse an opportunity to find
the support they need to rebuild their
lives. Also, victims and their families
have the possibility to access
just, equitable and appropriate
redress schemes and the children
of today have an opportunity
for a safe and secure future.
While ASCA’s focus is supporting
adult survivors of trauma and
abuse, we stress the importance of a
detailed response for survivors of all
forms of abuse, neglect and trauma,
whether it is in their past or present.
Victims of institutional abuse as well
as those abused within the home
or neighbourhood, both young and
old, must also be acknowledged
and supported on path to recovery.
While we are at the beginning of
a very long journey to address the
stigma of child abuse in society, the
Royal Commission has given victims
a voice and an opportunity to be
heard and validated. ASCA’s national
awareness day, Blue Knot Day, on
October 27, will help to further
reduce the stigma. It is a day for all
Australians to unite and spread the
message of hope and optimism – that
survivors can and do recover.
Singer and songwriter, ASCA
Ambassador and survivor, Rose
Parker, is one such person who
strongly believes recovery is

possible. Rose has aided her own
recovery through music and
writing – she has found putting
her experiences into words and
“sending them into the universe”,
has been immensely therapeutic.
However, she does not deny
that much of her recovery has
also been achieved through
sheer determination and grit.
Rose said: “My life fragmented
into pieces when I was three – my
father was an alcoholic and my
mother suffered from chronic
mental illness so the state took me
away and placed me in care.”
Rose lived in two children’s
homes and in four foster families,
including a weekend respite family
where she attests that she and her
sister were sexually abused over a
period of four years. At the age of 15,
she went to live with her half-sister
Carol. “This was a place where I
didn’t need to hide anymore, where
I could disclose my abuse,” she said,
remembering the enormous sense
of relief at finally feeling safe.
“For a long time I had behaved
like a ballerina in a jewellery box. I
had to be good and look pretty and
twirl when people wanted me to,
just so I would receive their approval
and their care. When I was in the
thick of it I remember feeling angry
about how much effort was needed
to climb the mountain – I didn’t
want it to take so long, I just wanted
to get over it, to feel normal.”
Rose doesn’t sugar-coat the
recovery process and is honest
about the amount of work involved.
After high school she enrolled at
university to study occupational
therapy, a discipline rooted in health
sciences and psychology. These days,
Rose says she has made it to the
other side: “It feels good to be able
to look back at where I have come
from and know my hard mountain
climbing days are over,” she said.
Many survivors, like Rose, show
remarkable courage and resilience.
However many are still struggling
day-to-day with the fundamental
sense of who they are and where
they fit in the world. People who
have experienced childhood trauma
fill our mental health appointment
schedules, hospitals, detox units,
homeless shelters, welfare queues
and gaols. Others may seem to
function well but feel empty
inside, battle feelings of isolation,
insecurity and shame, low selfesteem, and struggle to mediate
their emotions and relationships.
Join with ASCA this Blue Knot
Day to unite in support of the

What is Sharia?
faith
Keysar Trad

Every time I type the word
“islamophobia” I get a red
line – Microsoft Word refuses to
recognise it. Yet the phobia that
is played by politicians of all
persuasions all around the world
is the phobia of the “unknown”,
which has become today’s Islam.
Even leaders of some Muslim
countries, just like their Western
counterparts, rally the faithful to a
fear of “radical” Islam. The line that
separates the radical from others can
vary, depending on whom you ask.

For example, New Tasmanian
PUP Senator, Jacqui Lambie, believes
that Sharia promotes terrorism, and
that those who believe in Sharia law
should leave Australia. In 2008, former
Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr Rowan
Williams, was lambasted internationally
for suggesting that aspects of Sharia
could be implemented in the UK.
So much talk, so much hatred. Ask
the haters what Sharia is and they grab
at Orientalist depictions ingested over
the years by cheap Hollywood movies
or erroneous sensationalised writings.
Sharia is an Arabic noun. When
we look at the meanings of words in
Arabic, we usually analyse them to get
to the root of the word, which is mostly
three letters. Sharia is a five-letter word

cartoon: HRH norrie mAy-welby

We need more childcare in the city
comment
Linda Scott

It has been said that it takes a
village to raise a child – but that
doesn’t mean you should have to
move to a village in order to do
so. Yet the chronic shortage of
childcare in Sydney means many
parents – mostly women – are
faced with exactly that choice.
Without childcare, the only
way many parents can get back
into the workforce is to rely
on grandparents to take care
of their children while they’re
at work. Ironically, for many,
this means moving away from
the inner city, the productive
hub that generates 25 per cent
of NSW’s economic output, to
places where unemployment is
higher and job prospects bleak.
Great cities, global cities, are
that because they have diverse
communities: vibrant and varied,
young and old, wealthy and
struggling – and that diversity
includes parents and children.
For Sydney to be a city and not

just a business district, the needs
of all of our community must be
met. Over the past 10 years, the
number of residents in the City
of Sydney has increased by more
than 40 per cent, and we are the
largest and fastest growing local
government area in the state.
Services need to keep pace,
and that includes childcare.
Yet, despite an existing shortage
of 3,104 childcare places, a growing
population, and a projected rise in
childcare demand, which will raise
the shortfall to nearly 6,000 by
2031, the Lord Mayor has cut $15
million out of the City of Sydney’s
budget for new childcare centres.
In fact, she cut $22 million
(almost half the $55 million
childcare budget) but with the
help of a strong community
campaign against the cuts, $7
million was restored in the most
recent City quarterly update.
Alongside all our community,
I will continue to campaign to
see the whole budget restored.
Available, affordable,
quality childcare is essential
to any community. It makes it
possible for parents with small

children to work, which isn’t
just important for their current
economic well-being but crucial
for their superannuation and
retirement. It makes a huge
difference to children’s lives as
well: early childhood education
also builds resilience and coping
skills. And it makes a huge
difference to our economy, raising
productivity and tax revenue in
the short and the long term.
With the existing shortage
only set to get worse with the
Lord Mayor’s cuts, we are faced
with the prospect of the future of
Sydney being without children,
where families are forced to
move to villages outside the
inner city in order to be closer to
grandparents and family support.
That’s not the kind of city I want
my two little boys to grow up in.
I know that no city can thrive
without its community, which is
why Labor will keep fighting for
the full budget to be restored so
that early education and care can
be both affordable and accessible
S
for all in inner city Sydney.
Linda Scott is a City of Sydney Councillor.

estimated five million Australian
adult survivors of childhood trauma
and abuse. Help us to help survivors
recover and donate now to http://
www.givenow.com.au/blueknotday.
An ecumenical prayer service
will be held at the Pitt Street Uniting
Church (264 Pitt St, City) on Saturday

November 1, 10.30am. This is a public
event for all who want to grieve with
and for those who have been betrayed
and wounded.
For support call ASCA’s
Professional Support Line on 1300
657 380 Mon-Sun 9am-5pm or
visit www.asca.org.au for more

information. ASCA is the leading
national organisation working to
improve the lives of Australian
adults who have experienced
childhood trauma and abuse.

in Arabic and its three-letter origin is
Shar’. Some interpretations take it to
refer to a stream of water, others go to
Shira’ (four letters) which means sail,
like the sail on a sailing ship, which
takes the wind and moves the vessel
forward and can be used to direct
the ship as it captures the wind.
Shari’a (phonetic spelling), is meant
to present clear direction in one’s life,
to help decipher right from wrong
in order to make good decisions, so
no important matter is left out.
To a Muslim, Sharia refers to all
aspects of our lives as believers in
God. It covers all the Islamic teachings.
Within Sharia is a provision known
as Hudud which means boundaries or
borders or limits. The Hudud is such
a small section that it is not even one
per cent of Sharia. Hudud deal with
penalties for things like theft, murder,

adultery, high treason and intoxication.
However, there have been instances
in Islamic history where the Hadd
(singular for Hudud) for theft was
suspended because there was a famine.
Hudud can only be implemented
through a court of law and only when
this court is given a mandate in a
genuine Islamic state, otherwise, they
are not Hudud. The reason for that is
because only a genuine Islamic state
will have the proper deterrents and the
alternatives available, so that people
do not need to commit an extreme act
such as those that fall under Hudud.
Now to Muslims in Australia.
I as a Muslim believe in Sharia and
observe as much of Sharia as I can –
bearing in mind my imperfections.
The more conscious I am of God, the
better I am as a Muslim. It is not my
individual responsibility to seek out

Hudud, even in an Islamic state. It
is not the responsibility of ordinary
citizens to seek out Hudud. In fact, our
responsibility is to give private counsel,
to advise, to show compassion and to
forgive when the wrong is done to us.
What Sharia means to Muslims
is: To be a model citizen, to practise
honesty and integrity, to be good at
your chosen profession, to be a good
neighbour, to be a good Samaritan and
to show care, love and friendship. It is
to be forgiving, forbearing and patient,
very patient, to pray and to fast, and to
be charitable and to make pilgrimage.
Above all, it is to witness to the Oneness
of God, thereby not having fear of others
nor currying favour with some to the
S
exclusion of others.

S

Dr Cathy Kezelman is President of
Adults Surviving Child Abuse (ASCA).

Keysar Trad is a member of the Islamic
Friendship Association of Australia Inc.
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Solar solutions Photo: Supplied

Solar power –
is now the time?

Lourdes (Lulu) and Joe at La Perouse Photo: Claire Mahjoub

Too much love, too little time
Loving and caring is a universal language that everyone understands
and aspires to. In fact, it is the most vital factor in why we all exist.
The loving care of our carers, be they biologically connected to us or not,
that nurses us from conception, at birth and during our most productive
years and even when we are reaching the end of our lives, makes a lot
of difference to our existence.
Lourdes Villena Amoloria

On the other hand, grief and
loss, like unconditional love, is an
enigma. We can feel it at certain
points in our lives, but it is often
too complex to be understood
or explained in technical and
clinical terms. As human beings
we share the emotion, the feelings
that come when we know we
are giving and receiving love,
but in grief we are often lost for
words, especially if that grief is
the outcome of the reality that the
dead can never ever be replaced
by anyone or anything material.
My personal experience of
grief had been varied – from the
loss of a pet in my childhood, of
old relatives and some distant
acquaintances, also of lost crushes
and young loves and the loss of
lifestyle in my birth country and
of the presence of family members
and friends after my migration to
Australia. The grief experience
then, though challenging, was very
much tolerable and over a period of
time was even almost forgotten.
However, April 3, 1996, is the date
I wished could be totally wiped off
the calendar and from my conscious
memory. It was the date that our
much wanted and only child,
Mary Jo, died. People are touched
by grief in so many ways but my
first-hand experience of losing our
child is a kind of grieving pain
so intense, I could not wish it to
happen to even my worst enemy.
Mourning is a natural reaction to
the loss of a loved one. Most people,
no matter how intelligent, and
regardless of status in life, are
never prepared emotionally to
just let go and continue living
after the death of a loved one.
After our daughter died, our world

was totally upside down, a living
nightmare, as if my whole being was
gripped with emotional paralysis.
Everything had lost its meaning.
Dr Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, in her
book, Death, the Final Stage of
Growth, mentioned the five stages
people go through – namely denial,
anger, bargaining, depression and
acceptance. In my case, these stages
did not come in a linear fashion.
Feedback suggests that most grievers
can identify with all of the stages,
but others can get stuck and never
accept the finality of death.
Often, just when the last stage
of acceptance seems apparent,
grievers can be back to stage one
again, literally feeling the loss and
desolation as though the death had
just happened, even after many years
of attempts to recover. Special events
like birthdays, anniversaries or
even simple tasks like arranging
one’s closet and finding an item,
like toys of a deceased child, can
trigger an emotional upheaval.
Our daughter, Mary Jo, was
everything we had hoped for to
make our life complete – so we
thought then. When I got pregnant
at the age of 39, I was advised to
have an amniocenteses test to
ensure the baby was normal. I did
not consent, as I knew too well that,
whether the baby was normal or
with abnormalities, I would never
consent to an abortion. This was
not only because of my Catholic
faith but also because, even before
she was born, I already experienced
the kind of love most parents must
have known – a love for the unseen
newborn which is so deep, so
different from any other kind of love
we have ever experienced before.
What do we do, then, in handling
grief? There are many professional
advisors now on how to cope with
grief and research shows that

supportive family, friends, and
counsellors can help a lot in our
recovery. Personally, grief has taken
its toll on me physically, emotionally
and spiritually. During the first
few months after our daughter’s
death, I was crossing the street
unmindful of whether the lights
were green or red. I only wanted to
be with her. It is almost a miracle
that no cars or buses hit me.
I can fill pages and pages of my
grief experience, but now I know
the recovery stage is possible.
For anyone who is still grieving it
needs a lot of understanding from
loved ones to realise that no-one can
rationalise or offer a fixed formula
to drive away grief. It is important to
ensure that the grieving person does
commit to self-care, proper nutrition,
sleep, even personal hygiene, and
seek professional help if possible.
I remember my husband, family
and friends cooking dinner, fixing
the house, spending hours talking
and crying with me. Returning to
faith can be challenging but this can
be a tremendous support to some
people. More than anything, the
realisation that death is not the end
to loving can be a life-giving support.
We can continue to love our departed
dead without their presence.
We also love the living ones
all the more, including our own
selves, and it makes us realise life
is so short. It could not contain all
the love we are capable of giving.
We have to make every action and
feeling matter. This can elevate
our existence in a way no other
life experience can do. In my
case, I had taken up post-graduate
study in counselling and am now
a certified life coach, an aspiring
author and have come to terms with
the reality that dealing with my
own grief can make me empathise
S
and help others too.

The Abbott government has announced that
it intends to wind back or abolish the RET
(Renewable Energy Target), which sets a
target for the percentage of power required
to be generated from renewable sources.
Not only does this break another pre-election
promise, the government’s own report
into the RET predicts that abolishing the
RET will also increase electricity prices to
consumers and increase carbon emissions.
Ben Aveling

At time of writing, the Senate
is opposing the changes and it
appears possible that the RET
will be retained for existing
projects, but closed to new
producers. If this happens, the
cost of residential solar hot water
heaters and solar panels may
increase by to 50 per cent, raising
the question for consumers: is
now the right time to install
solar power or hot water act?
The economics of solar hot water
are relatively simple. The initial
purchase price is slightly higher
than for conventional hot water, but
the cost of running the system is
much lower. The running cost isn’t
zero, because when the weather
is cold enough or cloudy enough,
solar hot water systems use some
electricity or gas to boost the
temperature. For most consumers,
the savings don’t necessarily justify
replacing a working system, but
for those in the market for a new
or replacement system, solar hot
water may make financial sense.
The economics of solar panels
are more complicated. To use my
own household as an example,
my wife and I spent about $7,000
to purchase a 2.4kW system in
December last year (a bigger
system than we actually need).
When we use more power than our
panels are generating, our power
company charges us around 27
cents per kilowatt hour (kWh).
When our panels generate more
power than we use we export
the extra to the grid, and the
power company pays us around
5 cents per kWh – less than one
fifth of what they charge us.
To get maximum value we try to
arrange our activities so that we use
our own power. This is not always
easy. Solar panels produce the most
power during the middle of the day,
when the sun is strongest, and we
mostly manage to run the washing
machine and the dishwasher during
the day. But the timing of other
activities is not so flexible, e.g.
cooking the evening meal, heating
and lighting. We use the bulk of

our power early in the morning and
in the evening, when the panels
are producing little or nothing.
To date, our panels have
produced almost as much power
as we have used, about 2000kWh.
We exported about two-thirds of
that, and about two-thirds of the
power we used was imported.
Without the panels, we would
have imported 2000kWh. Instead,
we’ve imported 1315kWh, saving
about $165, and we’ve exported
about 1245kWh, earning us about
$75. Over a full year this will be
a return of just a bit over $500.
It’s not going to make us rich, but
it pays for itself, and we know we’re
doing something very real to reduce
our carbon footprint. A smaller
system might have been better
value – it would have cost more per
kilowatt of power generated, but we
would be using a higher percentage
of the generated power. To purchase
a similar system today would
be cheaper, perhaps 10 per cent
cheaper, although if Tony Abbott
has his way it will be significantly
more expensive sometime soon.
If you are thinking of getting
solar power, it’s possibly better to
do so sooner rather than later.
We didn’t just get solar panels.
We also replaced all our old
downlights. What a lot of people
don’t realise is how expensive
lights are to run. A standard 60W
lightbulb that might cost two or
three dollars to buy will use about
$23.60 worth of electricity a year, if
run for four hours a night. A 100W
lightbulb will use $39.50 worth.
A 15W energy efficient bulb might
cost $6 or $7 to buy but it will
only use $5.90 of power per year.
It felt odd throwing out perfectly
good light bulbs, but it was the
sensible thing to do. Light bulbs
cost more to run than to buy.
Sometime in the next year or
two, we plan to get batteries for
our solar system. Then we’ll be
able to store what we generate
during the day and use it at night,
instead of exporting it at 5c/
kWh and reimporting it at 27c/
kWh. Such batteries are available,
they’re not cheap – but they are
S
getting cheaper.
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Spokesperson for freedom
Andrew Collis
NEWTOWN: As part of the Sydney
Rides Festival this month an
exhibition of new works by Guy
James Whitworth has opened at
the Newtown Library. The artist
says: “It’s taking something that
people see everyday and presenting
that so we re-evaluate it, reappraise
how important it is to us. The bikes
represent freedom. Freedom’s
one of those things we take for
granted. We have many different
types of freedom available to us.”
Freedom (If You Want It) comprises
colourful bicycle portraits on canvas.
“I’m normally a portrait painter
and all my past exhibitions have been
portrait shows,” the artist explains.
“I always try to present people in a
way that they’re very approachable
and they’re very human, so we can
see the [points of difference and
similarity] … so we can see where
we fit in, and what community
we’re in. With bikes, they all have a
different personality … and the works
represent different aspects of beauty.”
Whitworth has lived in Surry
Hills for seven years. He first arrived
in Sydney 15 years ago and is “very
happy” to call Sydney home. “It has
lots of good things going on,” he says.
His rooftop studio in Surry Hills,

atop a stairwell adorned with mirrors,
is brightly lit and neatly ordered.
At the time of our visit prior to the
exhibition opening there are several
bike paintings arranged in rows on
the floor. “It’s really funny because
this is the point where I have all the
work out, and when friends come
around they all have a favourite work
and they’re all different [works].”
There are urban road bikes, racers,
dragsters and cruisers; fenders,
baskets and bells. A tricycle casts
a purple shadow on the footpath.
“I’ve been trying to work a lot
with the shadows,” Guy says. “I
like the environmental aspect, and
a lot of them are comments on
the environment that we live in,
discarded objects and so on. Shadows
can also represent this idea that we
all leave a mark behind us, whether
it’s a carbon footprint or an emotional
mark of some kind. The first bikes I
started doing all had shadows in them
because it was really as much about
the environments the bikes create
as the environments they are in.”
Whitworth’s signature
marks include drips and bleeds.
Technically, he explains, it has
to do with the marker pens he
uses. “It happens anyway with
the way that I paint, and also I
incorporate that because nothing’s
impermeable; there’s always some

Guy Whitworth in Surry Hills Photo: Kat Hines

kind of dispersing, objects bleeding
out into the world around them,
nothing is solid. It can also soften
the image and draw the eye in.”
Theory’s not something
Whitworth is overly concerned about.
“With a lot of creative things, you
can think about it and think about
it and think about it, or you can just
get in amongst it. I’m definitely one

of those people who gets in amongst
it. My sense of composition and
colour is, to me, how I see the world.
I try to look carefully, to notice and
appreciate what’s happening,” he says.
Whitworth’s next exhibition will
be called What Makes a Man? He has
already begun work on a new series
of portraits that will present men in
ways that challenge gender clichés.

See more on the Sydney
Rides Festival here: www.
sydneycycleways.net/events/
categories/sydney-rides-festival/
Freedom (If You Want It) is
at Newtown Library, 8-10 Brown
St, Newtown, from October 1 to
November 26, 2014.
www.guyjameswhitworth.com

Close encounters at the Orchard Gallery
SSH
WATERLOO: A new show has opened
at the Orchard Gallery. Face to
Face, curated by Catherine Wood,
presenting 28 portraits – pencil,
pastel and charcoal drawings,
paintings and a photograph – by
participants of the Saturday art
classes at South Sydney Uniting
Church.

Portrait of Brian Vazey by Margaret Vazey Photo: Andrew Collis

The exhibition notes include an
appropriate quote from “The Love
Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” by T.S.
Eliot: “There will be time/ To prepare
a face to meet the faces that you
meet.” Art class participants, teachers,
friends and neighbours gathered
on September 27 to celebrate the
opening. Former Artists in Residence
Jovana Terzic and Johnny Bell, whose
portrait of John Lanzky features in the
show, were in attendance.
Curator Catherine Wood spoke
about the history of portraiture – from
revering gods, god-kings, kings,
and the aristocracy to honouring
community leaders and “ordinary
people”. While for the most part,
portraiture has been a means of
chronicling power and status, and to
an extent, still is if “celebrity” pictures
are any indication, modern portraiture
valorises the engagement between
artist and subject, between differing

identities. She commended the work
of the artists, noting that most of
the works had been produced over
a 12-month period. “We’ve really
enjoyed making these portraits of
each other and ourselves, as well as
portraits of family and friends,” she
said. The liveliness and intensity of the
work is a reflection of a very positive
group dynamic, evidenced in Barry’s
work, “Artists, Saturday class”.
Alana Valentine’s portrait of
Catherine with her milk chocolate
poodle, Finnegan, attracted many
positive comments, and smiles.
Margaret Vazey’s tender portrait
of her husband, Brian, garnered
warm praise. The chosen approaches
to portraiture varied considerably
from entirely abstract, for instance,
Margret Vazey’s vivid red and black
self-portrait, to Rebecca Reddin’s
comically exaggerated self-portrait, to
the stark simplicity of Anna Kovic’s
“Woman with a hood” to detailed
traditional rendition, as in Yvonne
Hocothee’s “’Zine”. While the
wittiness and skill of Adrian Spry’s
black and white sketches is always
appreciated, the fondness captured
in in Gaylene Smith’s charcoal of her
daughter is most moving.
Parish minister Andrew Collis
acknowledged the Gadigal as
traditional owners of the land before
sharing a few remarks around Jewish

philosopher Martin Buber’s classic
work, I and Thou (1923/1937). Buber
distinguishes between two very
different ways of engaging the world
– an I-It mode of experience and an
I-Thou mode of encounter.
“A face-to-face encounter promises
an overcoming of objectification,
an overcoming of all tendencies to
reduce or commodify the other ...
and one’s own sense of identity might
be freed, too, from objectifying fears
and desires,” he said. “In relation,
there is the possibility of gift. Buber
suggests that such encounters include
love for all creatures and for the
world in myriad relations – the face
of the earth is a site of multifaceted
encounters.
“I like to think of these portraits
as traces of encounter – in terms of
transcendence born of intimacy, trust,
respect, wonder. And it’s wonderful
that the portraits – including the
self-portraits – are so diverse.”
Anna Jahjah’s three quirky portraits
of “Anna K.” feature on postcards
available at the gallery.
FACE TO FACE
An exhibition of portraits
Curated by Catherine Wood
The Orchard Gallery
56a Raglan St, Waterloo
Phone 0438 719 470
Till November 20
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Theatre Review
by Catherine Wood

Brother Daniel
Writer: James Balian
Director: Travis Green
Tap Gallery, Darlinghurst
September 24 to October 5, 2014
In this probing play, Brother Daniel,
the choices made by an imprisoned elder
of an unidentified revolution and a young
lawyer who wishes to save him, may be
less heroic than they seem. Or are they?
Brother Daniel (a very convincing
Adam Hatzimanolis), a sobriquet,
whose real name we never learn, is a
revolutionary Everyman. His name,
given in his case for less than creditable
reasons, is characteristic of revolutionary
men: Lenin, Stalin, Ho Chi Minh. In
a photograph of his younger days, a
rakish Brother Daniel, sports a scarf as
did Ernesto “Che” Guevara, and like Che,
and several of Chekhov’s philosophical
pre-revolutionaries, he is a doctor.
Like other revolutionaries, Brother
Daniel ponders the crucial question
of prolonging revolutionary fervour
for change after the initial overthrow
has occurred. The pragmatic and often
comical guard (David Attrill) remembers
only the 14 hours of heady celebration
following victory but almost at retirement
he looks back upon his life; a constant
struggle to make ends meet. Daniel’s
cellmate, Tony (an impressive Vincent
Adriano), a murderer and rapist, cheerfully
attributes his ability to commit crimes to
his education provided by the revolution.
The innocent 15-year-old Rhema (Naomi
Livingstone) is 15 years old and pregnant,
as it turns out, to a corrupt official.
The revolution’s achievements are not
remarkable.
Brother Daniel, it seems, envisioned
revolution as the means of creating a
better future for all. Daniel’s aim had
been other than to create a new privileged
class, represented by Jonathan (Errol
Henderson), former companion-at-arms,
who sits in as an observer at torture
sessions intended to push Daniel into
compliance. While disillusioned, it
seems, with the failure of the revolution
to achieve egalitarian goals, Daniel
refuses to allow himself to become the
battle standard for university students
rebelling against the privileged group he
himself helped create. As a consequence
Daniel becomes of crucial importance
to both groups. The oligarchy pressures
him to deny giving support to the new
insurgents’ cause and the new rebels,
represented by Lucinda (Mel Dodge),
daughter of another of Daniel’s former
compadres, need Daniel to endorse their
own program.
When Daniel refuses both options,
the resourceful and determined Lucinda
tricks Daniel into a legal defense.
However, Lucinda’s apparent dedication
is revealed as having a more personal
motivation than the pursuit of fraternity
and equality. Moreover, Daniel’s

determination not to be re-invented by
either side compels him to reveal his
reasons for preferring, perhaps even
seeking, imprisonment and torture. Are
we disillusioned in him? Or does he
become more personally worthy, if less
of a revolutionary hero?
A thought provoking play, Brother
Daniel explores the ambiguity of
human behaviour. Jonathan can recall
memories of the most meaningful days
of his life with genuine relish and at the
same time leave Daniel alone with the
sadistic Richard (Richard Hillier). Tony
can mock Daniel mercilessly yet he is
willing to swap his precious cigarettes for
painkillers to give him. Daniel and the
guard can forget their opposite roles of
prisoner and turnkey and be engaged in
a genuine moment of dependent patient
and compassionate doctor. Lucinda might
use Rhema and her mother but she does
have concern for Rhema’s future. Rhema’s
mother might allow herself to be used but
she does have regret for betraying Daniel.
It is impossible, as a consequence, to feel
that there is a last word to be said on any
major human event.
The play was effectively staged. The
set (Rachel Scane) was appropriate and
unsettlingly claustrophobic. The small
space was economically divided into a
cell and a boarding house bedroom, props
were used persuasively to convey the
threatening, brutal nature of the prison,
and the deprived, poverty-stricken life
of the community. The action of the play
was well supported by lighting (Larry
Kelly) and the whole smoothly managed
(Mark Banks). Overall, a stimulating and
insightful piece of writing in which the
play of ideas is energised by intelligent
performances and the coherent direction
of Travis Green.

»»theatre@ssh.com.au

Book Review
By Katy Brownless

Class Act: Ending the Educations Wars
Maxine McKew
Random House, 2014
As Maxine McKew is renowned for
high-level journalism and politics, I was
prepared to dive into a dense theoretical
text but Class Act is engaging and delivers
an exceptional snapshot into the current
state of education reform.
With an endorsement by David
Gonski (AO), the findings are so
revealing that it may be worth begging
that Class Act be mandatory reading for
those who influence education policy.
Uncannily, the first of six schools
that McKew uses as case studies is Our
Lady of Mount Carmel in Waterloo. She
recognises the cultural diversity at the
primary school (70 per cent of 127 pupils
identify as Indigenous) and attributes
“a sense of moral purpose” introduced
to OLMC by Principal John Farell,
whilst recognising factors of inequality

in student life outside school hours. In the
classroom, however, current NAPLAN
results reflect achievements above those
of “statistically similar schools”.
With education comes pride, and with
pride there is hope. Class Act articulates
vast discrepancies in schools across
Australia where funding is not afforded
and hope is, hence, denied. Education
wars exist; this is a blueprint to end them.

»»books@ssh.com.au

Music Review
by Amanda Rose
The Stiff Gins Photo: Chico Monks

Eora – 30 years of
quality education
Bob Dylan
State Theatre 3-5/9/14
Sydney Opera House 7-8/9/14
It goes without saying by now that the
latter-day Bob Dylan is something of an
acquired taste, but for Sydneysiders who
have acquired it, or were open to doing
so, the recent run of theatre shows was
a rare treat to be savoured.
Realising that the concrete barns like
the Sydney Entertainment Centre aren’t
built for his intimate blues sound, Dylan
(or perhaps we have promoter Michael
Chugg to thank for the change) has
shifted to storied venues that enhance
his musical and personal aura.
On previous tours, Dylan has
changed his setlist nightly while (with
the exception of the one-off Brisbane
club show) each night on this tour has
been the same, song for song. What this
lacks in spontaneity it makes up for in
polish, as the superb five-piece band
gets the best out of every note.
While Charlie Sexton on lead guitar
shines, this band is an ensemble in which
each member and Dylan himself, at the
centre mic or stabbing away on piano, is
more integrated into the whole sound
than many of his past groups. For an
artist who has elevated unknowability to
a living performance art and who may
be (it’s one of various theories) even now
using a bunch of superfluous mics to
hide behind, his physical presentation
on stage is very open. There’s a lot of
feet wide apart pointed straight out,
hands on cocked hips in a manner that
can only be described as vamping. Bob
is happy, smiling, lots of hand gestures
accompanying the lyrics.
The setlist is heavy on the post-1997
albums; particularly the most recent,
Tempest, and Dylan sang them with care,
relishing every sardonic or poignant
observation. The crowd loves it when he
whips out the harmonica and his style
is instantly familiar. Older songs get
melody makeovers but they are not the
unrecognisable puzzles of some previous
tours, and “Simple Twist of Fate” gets a
few enjoyably sly lyrical changes.
With a man in his mid 70s it’s natural
to wonder if Australia has seen its final
Dylan show. Betting on Dylan doing
anything predictable has been a losing
game for half a century but after the
house lights came up on the final
show at the Opera House, we could
be content that we had seen one of
our lifetime’s most important cultural
figures as a still vital, ever-moving
artistic force.

»»music@ssh.com.au

Katy Brownless
DARLINGTON: Eora College opened
its doors to the public for a week of
celebrations (September 15-19)
to mark 30 years as a welcoming,
supportive place of learning for
all students – with an emphasis on
Aborginial and Torres Strait Islander
cultural education.
The anniversary launch was
attended by the Governor of NSW,
the Honourable Dame Marie Bashir,
who showed keen interest in students’
Indigenous artworks in the Eora gallery.
Elder Aunty Beryl (who worked at Eora
when in opened in 1984) cut a giant
birthday cake and encouraged students
by stating: “With an education, you
have a voice.”
Each evening showcased these voices
through theatre, short film screenings
and a set of performances by music
students – where the diversity on campus
was expressed through an array of genres
from traditional to rock, and the choir’s
haunting rendition of “My Island Home”
signified how Indigenous heritage is
always respected at Eora.
Assistant Director, Michael Parkins,
is of Wiradjuri descent and has been
working at Eora for 12 years. “Eora is
a community college – it’s family. That’s
what makes it successful. We have elders,
mature age students and young students,
all very respectful of one another and I
think that’s the secret to our success.”
One of the young actors at Eora,
Ben Dominish, has studied at Eora
for three years. He counts a highlight
as performing at the Opera House as
part of Message Sticks: “The choir was

invited to sing a traditional Aboriginal
song called ‘Yu La Lay’. Eora is quite
homely and very comfortable, different
to other places that I’ve been to. I love
it here. We’re family whether you are
Aboriginal or not. There’s no place you’d
rather be.” Indigenous artist Kristie
Duncan, a Biripi woman, affirms the
worth of Eora by commuting five hours
a day because her course is not offered
anywhere else. She has previously trained
at Eora to be an Aboriginal Education
Assistant. “I want to implement
Aboriginal culture at the preschools
where I work.” Kristie’s education will,
no doubt, be passed on.
The educational experiences of
Eora students have blossomed into
professional life for many – with
graduates excelling in the media and
performing arts industries. Eora is also
responsible for the formation of the Stiff
Gins, a stand-out Indigenous band who
came “back to school” to wrap up the
week with a free performance. Singer
Nardi Simpson gives thanks for her
education. “Looking back on those times
[15 years ago] the idea of exploring your
creativity in an environment that’s really
supportive and caring was the most
amazing gift … Trust yourself, one time.
Have courage for one moment to walk
through the door and this whole world
opens up to you.”
The message is clear. Eora is a place
for all to learn skills and pride. Michael
Parkins invites: “Please come down and
visit, we’re a friendly staff, and enquire
about what courses we offer. As soon as
you walk into the building, you know
that it’s a very special place for learning
and it’s a very culturally safe place for
Aboriginal students to learn.”

Returning October 29
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Uniting Churches

South Sydney Uniting Church
56a Raglan St Waterloo
Worship (Eucharist): 10am Sunday
Rev Andrew Collis 8399 3410
Welcoming people of all ages,

BABANA

cultural backgrounds,

Aboriginal Men’s Group

sexual orientations and identities.
Peace with justice, integrity

Babana Shed open Mon-Fri

of creation.

(72 Renwick St, Redfern)
Contact: Mark Spinks 0411 282 917

Glebe Cafe Church
Cnr St Johns Rd
& Colbourne Ave Glebe
Worship Sun 7pm
‘Colbourne Ave’ intimate
candlelit concerts Thu 8pm
Allison Forrest 9518 9413

Leichhardt University Church
3 Wetherill St, Leichhardt
(near Norton St)

Volunteers’ news
Pat Clarke

MEET OUR VOLUNTEERS
This will be a regular item of our
Volunteers’ News to highlight the
enthusiasm and dedication of all the
people who make up the South Sydney
Herald family.

Worship 10am & 6.30pm Sunday

Introducing
Brittany Johnson –
Volunteer writer,
interviewer,
performance
reviewer and
SSH deliverer

Rev. Dr John Hirt 0408 238 117
www.leichhardtuniting.org.au

Newtown Mission
280 King St Newtown
Worship 9.30am & 6pm Sunday
Rev Graeme Tutt
9519 9000

Paddington Uniting Church
Rev Ben Gilmour
395 Oxford St Paddington
Church Open 10am-2pm
1st and 3rd Saturdays
Worship Sunday 7.30pm
Office 9331 2646

Pitt Street Uniting Church

Brittany first started writing for the South
Sydney Herald after meeting editor,
Andrew Collis in 2013 in a local café.
Since then she has interviewed what
she terms “interesting and inspiring
individuals”, has covered events and
launches, including photography.
Brittany is from Rockhampton in
Queensland and has lived in Newtown
for three years, which she loves as there is
always something new happening – new
shops, cool bars, buskers and bands.
She delivers her copies of the SSH in
residential areas around Newtown and
Erskineville.
She says that her work with the SSH

makes her feel part of a project, and to
have people genuinely appreciate what
you’re doing. “It’s also nice to know
you’re helping and connecting with local
individuals and businesses. I’ve met
some weird and wonderful people from
my involvement with the SSH which
has opened my eyes to many things. It’s
also lovely to see your work published,”
she says.

Women’s Reconciliation Network
The next Women’s Reconciliation Network Meeting
will be held on THURSDAY OCTOBER 23, 2014

October is Mental Health Month
and October 10 is World Mental Health
Day, as well as being World Homeless Day.
Mental Health Week is from October 5-12,
and the ABC is at the forefront of
continuing awareness of mental health
issues. There will be plenty of information
in programs on TV, radio and online,
culminating on Friday October 10 with
the Friday Night Crack Up on ABC, to
raise funds for mental health research.
Check your local guide for channel
details, and tune in to enjoy the line-up
of comedians and personalities, and give
generously. You can also donate online at
www.abc.net.au.

10AM-12PM at the Redfern Community Centre
Hugo Street Redfern.
10am cuppa followed by meeting till 12 noon

Waterloo
Recycling
Workshop
Workshop and market open Fridays
9am-12pm.

REDWatch
Meetings first Thursday
of the month at The Factory
Community Centrte.
Phone Geoffrey Turnbull
(02) 8004 1490.
Email mail@redwatch.org.au

Until next time.

Pat Clarke & Ross Smith
distro@ssh.com.au

Turungah Flats, 1 Phillip St, Waterloo
(lower car park).
Affordable furniture and
household goods.
Donations gladly received
(no white goods or electrical apps).
Volunteers welcome
(phone Naomi on 0407 576 098).

Rev Margaret Mayman
264 Pitt St, Sydney
Worship 10 am Sunday
& 6 pm (2nd and 4th Sundays)

Frock Up and Sock Up at The Grounds Market

Office 9267 3614

Melbourne-based charity Spark* International is pleased to announce Socktober 2014.

Wayside Chapel
29 Hughes St Potts Point
Worship 10am
Rev Graham Long 9358 6996

SSH End-of-Year Party
Saturday December 6, 4-8pm
Weave Youth & Community Services
Cnr Elizabeth & Allen Sts, Waterloo

Throughout October, Spark* will sell a colourful array of Australian-made socks
online at www.socktober.me to fund entrepreneurial solutions to poverty.
As well as being available online, Spark* International will be selling these Australian‑made
socks at The Grounds Market (2 Huntley St, Alexandria).
Socks are available for purchase online from October 1-31, $14 a pair or 2 pairs for $22.

YOUR LOCAL MEMBERS

Tanya Plibersek MP
Federal Member for Sydney

Malcolm Turnbull MP
Federal Member for Wentworth

Jamie Parker MP
State Member for Balmain

Ron Hoenig MP
State Member for Heffron

Alex Greenwich
State Member for Sydney

Carmel Tebbutt MP
State Member for Marrickville

150 Broadway, Broadway
NSW 2007

Ground Floor, 287-289 New South
Head Rd, Edgecliff, NSW 2027

112a Glebe Point Rd, Glebe
NSW 2037

Shop 117, 747 Botany Rd, Rosebery
NSW 2018

58 Oxford St, Paddington
NSW 2021

244 Illawarra Rd, Marrickville
NSW 2204

T: 02 9379 0700
F: 02 9379 0701

T: 02 9327 3988
F: 02 9327 2533

T: 02 9660 7586
F: 02 9660 6112

T: 02 9699 8166
F: 02 9699 8222

T: 02 9360 3053
F: 02 9331 6963

T: 02 9558 9000
F: 02 9558 3653

Tanya.Plibersek.MP@aph.gov.au

Malcolm.Turnbull.MP@aph.gov.au

Balmain@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Heffron@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Sydney@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Marrickville@parliament.nsw.gov.au
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The race against dementia

October 2014

Danielle Wills at the NCIE Photo: Supplied

Isabella Dinhvu

The crisp cool air is noticeable
on this spring morning. The sun is
already beaming with warm rays as it
just ticks past 8 o’clock. Mothers, sons,
fathers, daughters, grandparents, dogs
are gathered around. Pre-stretching
and last minute shoelace checks are
performed. It’s time to race.
L a s t m on t h, t he i n ne r we s t
community witnessed and participated
in one of the major fundraising
events of Alzheimer’s Australia, the
national peak body for those affected
by dementia. In NSW alone there are
almost 109,000 people living with
dementia and numbers are expected
to grow to more than 270,000 by 2050.
Dementia is used to describe the
symptoms of a large group of illnesses
which cause a progressive decline in a
person’s functioning.
Alzheimer’s disease is the most
common form of dementia and affects
different areas of the brain. Memory is
significantly impaired as well as other
brain functions; meaning language,
attention and judgement are also
affected.
The Memory Walk & Jog, held on
Sunday September 14, was blessed
with perfect weather and brought more
than 2,000 participants to the Sydney
event, located at the Leichhardt Bay.
Participants chose to either walk, jog
or run the 2km or 7.5km track. The
event was held to bring people together,
to raise awareness of dementia in the
local community and to also fundraise
to further Alzheimer’s Australia’s
ability to provide vital support services.
Alzheimer’s Australia NSW is

Learning a skill for life
SSH

REDFERN: At the National Centre
of Indigenous Excellence (NCIE),
learning to swim is more than just
“learning the strokes”. It’s about
providing an environment that
encourages confidence in the water.

Crossing the finish line Photo: Isabella Dinhvu

dedicated to the fight against dementia
and supporting those affected by it.
The charity manages an extensive
range of innovative national programs
including provision of information,
support, counselling, training and
education, support groups, art and
music therapy as well as working
in unison with professionals in the
dementia industry.
From the event day, fundraising
figures just tipped over $124,000. All
funds go directly into the services
offered. With every week seeing more
than 1,700 new cases of dementia
around Australia, demand for support
services and information, both for
people living with dementia and their
loved ones, has never been more
pressing. The money raised from this
sole event will help reduce feelings of
isolation and empower people living

with this disease.
An estimated 1.2 million people
are invovled in the care of individuals
with dementia. Cronulla fundraiser,
Elise Castronini, took part in this
years Memory Walk & Jog with her
brother, sister and uncle. They ran
and fundrasied for their grandfather.
“Our nonno (grandfather) has been
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease.
It’s been a struggle for our whole
family particularly our nonna to see
nonno slowly forgetting things. But
despite the Alzheimer’s disease, we
still love our nonno because he is one
of a kind and still manages to make
us laugh with his endless jokes and
humorous personality. We thought it
would be a good idea for our family
to come together and support not
only our nonno, but other people and
their families who are affected by

For the last three years, sevenyear-old Danielle Wills has taken
swimming lessons at the NCIE
pool. Called the Little Fish by her
coach, Danielle has not always felt
at home in the water. It took almost
three months of encouragement
from her Learn to Swim coach
to put her head under the water.
These days, her father Robert Wills
admits it’s hard to get her out of the

Alzheimer’s disease,” Elise said.
What started as a small
community event has grown to be
one of Alzheimer’s Australia’s major
fundraising events. This year marks
the first year of Memory Walk & Jog
as a national entity, with events taking
place in Adelaide, Brisbane, Canberra,
Geelong, Hobart, Hunter, Illawarra,

pool at the end of a lesson.
Danielle is one of many children
who have taken the plunge to learn
to swim at the NCIE.
The Learn to Swim program
introduces children to the joys of
swimming by providing one on
one coaching from as young as 18
months. Instructors understand
t h at not e ve r yone i s at t he
same skill level and encourage
conf idence t hrough progress
and fun.
As well as the 25-metre heated
pool, facilities at the Fitness Centre
include two fully equipped gyms,
indoor sports stadium, outdoor oval
and a rehearsal/dance studio. S
ncie.org.au

Perth, Port Macquarie and Sydney.
Dementia is the third leading cause of
death in Australia and since there is
no cure, it is essential to come together
as a community to help organisations
that support people impacted directly
or indirectly by dementia, and this
year’s Memory Walk & Jog certainly
S
achieved that.

